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I appreciate the difficulty of reaching those most deeply concerned
in any social reform, and the difficulty of holding them, even when
you have reached them—of preventing ideas which you got in, from
taking most distorted forms. It is the general fact that those who
suffer most are least able to help themselves. It is certain efforts for
amelioration of the condition of the lowest class have come from
above, not below. The most terrible thing about unjust social enact-
ments is not the physical suffering they cause, but the mental and
moral degradation they produce. It is this that gives the demagogue
his advantage and enables tyranny to turn the rabble against their
best friends.7
But at last important notice was beginning to be taken of
the book. The first criticism to arrive from Europe was in the
Parisian Revue Scientifiqtte and was signed by Emile de Lave-
leye. "The chapter on the Decline of Civilization/' wrote the
Belgian economist, "is worthy of being added to De Tocque-
ville's immortal work/*8 A month later a review covering the
larger part of a page appeared in the New York Sun. Other
reviews appeared in important papers and magazines and there
were demands for a paper-covered, cheaper edition of the
book. An enthusiastic letter from a young man named A. J.
Steers, in the Appleton Company, brought a grateful reply
from George, in which he said, "Many a man does his work
and in his life sees no result. And no matter how much of a suc-
cess the book may become in my lifetime, I do not think I
shall be proud of it, as men are proud of writing a successful
novel or history. The feeling is one of deep gratitude that it
has been permitted me to do something.... But it is not the
result so much as the effort to do what we can, with which we
are concerned."9
George was straining to pay his debt for the printing and at
the same time to support his family. He wrote John Swinton
that "the book has done better than in this time I would have
reasonably hoped. Appletons have already published their sec-
ond edition and contemplate a third, and of the obligation
which I assumed in bringing it out, I have already paid all
but about $120."10
Several articles written by George had been published in the
Popular Science Monthly but they brought in little revenue.
A contract he had hoped to make with a lecture bureau fell

